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Abstract -- A new driving method for SR is presented. By
applying a zero-crossing noise filter to the MOSFET, the falsetriggering of the SR can be effectively eliminated. Moreover, the
resistor and the capacitor in the filter can be used as a
compensator to solve the duty cycle loss issue caused by the
trace inductance of the MOSFET package. Only three passive
components are needed in the proposed filter which makes it
reliable and easy to implement. Simulation and experimental
results show that the zero-crossing noise filter can significantly
improve the reliability as well as the efficiency of the power
circuit. A prototype of 400V to 12V 600W half bridge LLC
resonant converter is built to verify the advantages of the new
zero crossing noise filter.
Index Terms-- Driving signal,
Synchronous rectifier

Resonant

converter,

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the computer technology, the
demand for the converters with low voltage and high output
current keeps increasing. Because of its advantages, the LLC
resonant converter with synchronous rectifier (SR) becomes
one of the promising solutions[1]. To achieve the high
efficiency, the parameter designing of the LLC resonant tank
should be optimized[2]. In addition, the driving signal of the
SR should be precisely synchronized with the current through
the rectifier[3].
Due to the phase shift introduced by the resonant
components, the secondary side currents of the LLC resonant
converter are not exactly in phase with the switching actions
of the primary side MOSFETs[3, 4]. To generate accurate
driving signal for the secondary side SR, many studies and
efforts have been done in the recent years[1, 3-7]. All of these
schemes can be divided into current based method[5-7] and
voltage based method[1, 3, 4].
Current based method detects the current through the SR to
generate the gate drive signal[5, 8]. The main problems of
these methods are the large size of the current-sensing
transformer (CT), the extra conduction loss of the winding
and the undesired delay that will cause duty cycle loss of the
SR and therefore more conduction loss[4, 5, 7]. To avoid the
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problems mentioned above, primary current sensing with
magnetizing current cancellation method is proposed in [5]
and [7]. The efficiency of the circuit can be improved
because of the relatively smaller primary current of the
transformer through the CT. However, the CT and the
matching circuits of the transformer magnetizing current
make the implementation complex. The matching of the
magnetizing current with the inductor or the transformer is
also difficult.
Voltage based method detects the voltage across the drain
to the source (vDS) of the SR to generate the driving signal.
Special driving chips have been developed based on this
method to simplify the SR driving. However, due to the small
Rds_on of the MOSFET, the voltage rating of the detecting
threshold is only at the millivolt level. Thus even a very small
zero-crossed ringing caused by the parasitic parameters of the
circuit may result in the false gate driving signal which
causes undesired circulating energy loss. Moreover, the
sensed vDS of the MOSFET is actually the sum of the Rds_on
voltage drop and the package’s inductive voltage drop. A
nano Henry (nH) inductance introduced by PCB trace will
cause a considerable duty cycle loss[4]. Therefore, the SR
will be on for a much shorter time than required, resulting in
extra conduction loss.
The conventional DCR (DC resistance of the inductor)
current sensing method is widely used to sense and emulate
the current of in VRs[9-11]. The advantages of this method
are that it utilizes the parasitic DCRs of the inductors and is
intrinsically lossless[12-14]. Literature [4] tries to use DCR
current sensing method to compensate the duty cycle loss
caused by the trace inductance of the MOSFET package.
However, there are too many active switches used in the
matching circuit that makes the compensator too complicated
to implement. In addition, active switches also degrade the
reliability of the power circuit. Moreover, the compensator
has no filter function such that the false-triggering problem
caused by the parasitic ringing can not be solved.
In this paper, a new driving method for the SR based on
the vDS sensing scheme is presented. By applying a zero-
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Fig. 1. Typical half-bridge LLC resonant converter with SRs

(a) full load
(b) light load
Fig. 2. Key waveforms of the LLC converter operated in full load and light load condition

crossing noise filter between the drain to the source of the
SR, the false triggering can be effectively eliminated. The
resistor and the capacitor in the filter are also used to
compensate the duty cycle loss caused by the trace
inductance of the MOSFET package. There are only three
passive components in this filter, making the driving scheme
reliable and easy to implement. A 400V to 12V 600W half
bridge LLC resonant converter prototype is built to validate
the theoretical analysis.
II.

leakage inductance of the transformer. LLKS1 and LLKS2 are the
secondary leakage inductance. Coss1 and Coss2 are the output
capacitance of the SRs. Fig. 2 shows the key waveforms of
the LLC converter when operated in full load and light load
conditions. It is observed that the primary side driving signals
can not be applied to the SRs because of the nonlinear
characteristics. To drive the SRs properly, the vDS of the SRs
can be used. However, some problems should be solved
before applying this method.
A.

PROBLEMS OF THE TRADITIONAL VOLTAGE SENSING SRS
DRIVING METHOD

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of the typical half-bridge
LLC resonant converter with SRs. LLKP is the primary side

False-triggering at the turn on of SRs
As shown in Fig. 2, there is a small interval when both of
the two SR MOSFETs turn off (t4~t6 in Fig. 2 (a) and t4~t7 in
Fig. 2 (b)). When the SRs turn off, LLKP, LLKS1 and LLKS2
resonate with the output capacitance (Coss) of the SRs. As
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Fig. 5. vDS sensing method with a RC filter

Fig. 3. Parasitic ringing of the vDS when the SRs turned off

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of the parasitic ringing

Fig. 4. False-turn-on of SR under light load condition

shown in Fig. 3, the voltage vDS2 has many high frequency
spikes when the QS1 turns off. If the voltage spikes reach the
SRs turn on threshold, the SRs will be false-triggered. Fig. 4
shows the false-turn-on of the SR at light load condition. This
will result in the energy reverse from the output capacitor to
the input source, or even worse breakdown of the power
circuit.
One possible solution to prevent the false-triggering at
turn-on of the SRs is to add a RC filter to absorb the voltage
spikes of the vDS, as shown in Fig. 5. The vfilter is used as a
substitute for the vDS, and sensed by the driving IC to
generate the gate signal.
Due to the high frequency of the voltage spikes, the time
constant of the RC filter should be very small. The equivalent
circuit of the parasitic ringing is shown in Fig. 6. Comparing
the leakage inductance of the transformer with the output
capacitance of the SRs, the influences of the magnetizing
inductance Lm, the series resonant capacitor CS and the output
capacitor Cout can be neglected. To simplify the analysis,
suppose that
LLKS1 = LLKS 2 = LLKS
(1)
Coss1 = Coss 2 = Coss

Fig. 7. Experiment result of the triggering signal of the SR with RC filter

The ringing frequency can be derived as
1
(2)
f ripple =
⎛ LLKP LLKS ⎞
⋅ 2Coss
2π ⋅ ⎜ 2 +
2 ⎟⎠
⎝ N
The time constant of the RC filter should be selected a
little larger than the period of the parasitic ringing. Fig. 7
shows the experiment results of the RC filter scheme. By
applying a small time constant (about 100ns), the falsetriggering phenomenon is effectively eliminated.
Unfortunately, it is observed that the driving signal of SR
in Fig. 7 has an unacceptably large lag time at the switch on
and a lead time at the switch off which will cause
considerable conduction loss of the SR body diode. The
reason for the delay at switch on is that the capacitor in the
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RC filter sustains a high positive voltage before the body
diode conducts, and then discharge slowly to the turn-on
threshold (less than 0V). Fig. 8(a) shows the equivalent
circuits of the SR with RC filter during the body diode
conduction interval. When the body diode of the SR starts to
conduct, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the detected vfilter1 is larger
than the output voltage Vout at t1. During t1~t2, the body diode
of the QS1 is forward biased and clamps the vDS1 to the
forward voltage of the body diode –VFb. Corresponding to the
time constant of the RC filter, vfilter1 starts to decrease to the
turn on threshold slowly.

Duty cycle loss at the turn off of SRs
As to the lead time at the switch off, the impedance of the
Coss is much larger than the RDS_on and can be neglected,
therefore, only the trace inductance of the SR package should
be taken into account. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the current
through the SR can be treated as part of a sinusoid waveform,
and the frequency of the sinusoid waveform is equal to the
series resonant frequency of the resonant tank. Because of the
trace inductance, the voltage vDS leads the current iSR. The
lead angle and the lead time of the vDS to the iSR can be
derived as
⎛ω ⋅L ⎞
(3)
θlead = tan −1 ⎜ 0 lead ⎟
⎜ R
⎟
⎝ DS _ on ⎠
B.

Tlead =

(a) equivalent circuit during body diode conduction

θlead
ω0

(4)

where ω0 is the series resonant frequency of the resonant
tank. It is observed that if the vDS is detected directly to
generate the driving signal of SR, the duty cycle loss is
inevitable. Fig. 9 shows the lead-turn-off of the SR when vDS
of the SR is fed to the driving IC.

(b) key waveforms
Fig. 8. Operation of the SR with RC filter

Fig. 9. Lead-turn-off of the SR

Fig. 10. Circuit diagram of the half-bridge LLC resonant converter with SRs and zero-crossing noise filter
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III. NEW DRIVING METHOD FOR SRS WITH ZERO-CROSSING
FILTER
To solve the turn-on delay problem, an anti-parallel diode
can be added to discharge the RC filter capacitor quickly. Fig.
10 shows the circuit diagram of the half-bridge LLC resonant
converter with SRs and zero-crossing filter. In the diagram,
vf1 and vf2 are sensed by the SR driving IC as the substitutes
of vD1 and vD2. The equivalent circuit of the SR with zerocrossing noise filter is shown in Fig. 11 in which the forward
voltage of the Dfilter (VFD) should be a little larger than that of
the body diode of the SR (VFb). Two diodes need to be
connected in series if this condition can not be met by one
diode.
To compensate the lead time at the switch off of the SR,
traditional DCR current sensing method can be applied. The
parameters of the zero-crossing noise filter should be selected
carefully to match the trace inductance and RDS_on of the SR.
As shown in Fig. 12, the parameters of the filter are chosen
specifically to emulate the lead angle θlead so that the voltage
across the Cfilter can describe vRDS_on exactly. The
parameters of the filter is defined as

R filter C filter =

Ltrace
RDS _ on

(5)

The equivalent circuit diagrams of the SR with the zerocrossing noise filter of each operation mode are shown in Fig.
14. The key waveforms of the SR with zero-crossing filter
under different load conditions are illustrated in Fig. 13. It’s
assumed that QH is OFF and QL is ON before t0.
1. Before t0, all of the SRs are turned off. There is only the
magnetizing current discharging the resonant capacitor.
At t0, the primary MOSFET QL turns off The voltage
across the SR decreases quickly, and reaches to the
forward voltage drop VFb of the SR body diode at t1. At
the same time, Cfilter is discharged through Dfilter until the
voltage across Cfilter equals to VFD- VFb in which VFD is
the forward voltage drop of Dfilter.
2. At t1, Due to the existence of Coss of the SR, the voltage
vDS has some high frequency ringing which has been
explained in previous section. The peak voltage of the

(a) key waveforms of the SR
(b) vector diagram of voltage matching
Fig. 12.Voltage matching method for the SR with the zero-crossing
noise filter

Fig. 11.Equivalent circuit of the SR with the zero-crossing noise filter

(a) under full load condition
(b) under light load condition
Fig. 13. Key waveforms of the SR with the zero-crossing noise filter
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IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the theoretical analysis in the previous section, a
prototype of 400V/12V 600W half bridge LLC resonant
converter with SRs is built. The parameters of the circuit are
listed in Tab. 1.
TAB. 1. PARAMETERS OF THE PROTOTYPE
Lm (μH)
LLKP (μH)
LLKS (nH)
Dfilter
SR driving IC
Turns ratio

(a) t0~t1

98.7
6.8
9
1N4148
IR1168
20:1:1

CS (nF)
Rfilter (kΩ)
Cfilter (pF)

40
3.9
100

QH, QL
QS1, QS2

IPB50R299CP
SIR158DP

(b) t1~t2

Fig. 15. Simulation results of the vDS , iLs and the current through the
zero-crossing noise filter

Fig. 15 shows the simulation results of the vDS, the current
of the resonant tank and the current through the zero-crossing
(c) t2~t4
Fig. 14. Operation modes of the SR with the zero-crossing noise filter

ringing is limited by the forward voltage drop VFb of the
SR body diode. Meanwhile, Rfilter and Cfilter together work
like a RC filter and filter out the high frequency ringing.
3. Before t2, the body diode of the QS1 is forward biased and
clamps vDS to –VFb. At t2, the voltage across Cfilter vfilter
reaches to the turn on threshold of the driving chip so the
driving signal is generated. During t2~t4, Rfilter and Cfilter
together work like a traditional DCR current sensing
circuit to emulate the current through the SR. At t4, the
voltage vfilter reaches to the turn off threshold of the
driving chip. The SR is turned off.
There are two premises for the zero-crossing filter to
emulate the current through the SR. One is that the
parameters of the Rfilter and Cfilter should be matched to the
trace inductance and RDS_on of the SR, as shown in equation
(5). The other is that the initial condition of the voltage vfilter
is zero. Due to the deliberately designed parameters of the
Rfilter and Cfilter as well as the small value between VFD-VFb
and the turn on threshold, both of these two premises can be
met. In addition, the false-triggering immunity of the zerocrossing noise filter is still retained. Consequently, the
reliability of the circuit is improved and the conduction loss is
significantly reduced.

Fig. 16. Experimental waveform of the SR with zero-crossing noise
filter at full load condition

noise filter. It is observed that the extra loss of the zerocrossing noise filter is tiny. A short delay at the switch on and
a lead time at the switch off are left to prevent the energy
reverse from the output capacitor to the source. Because of
the small turn on and turn off currents of the SR, the
conduction loss of the body diode can be neglected.
Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 illustrate the experimental waveforms
of the SR with zero-crossing noise filter at full load and light
load conditions. It shows that the SR with zero-crossing noise
filter can operate properly at any load condition.
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diode conduction loss is significantly diminished which
makes sinking the heat by the footprint possible. This zerocrossing noise filter can also be applied to any other SR
circuit operated in DCM mode. A 400V to 12V 600W half
bridge LLC resonant converter prototype is built to verify the
theoretical analysis.
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